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Abstract
As the Layer Beam Melting (LBM) technology – also referred to as Selective Laser Melting (SLM) – is
garnering industrial interest, understanding of the associated physical phenomena is necessary to control
the process. Particularly, metal vaporisation generates melt pool instabilities and collateral effects – powder bed denudation or ejection of melt and particles – which are the source of defects as inclusions, porosities and cracks. The present study is a first step toward the multiphase analysis of vaporization under
laser irradiation. A 2D axisymmetric static laser shot model, without powder, is developed to compute
and couple fluid flows and heat transfers in the melt pool and in the gas phase. The liquid/vapour interface is tracked with the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method and relevant jump conditions are
used to couple the two separated domains. Melt pool shape and dimensions as well as thermal and fluid
flow are analysed and compared to experimental observations and analytical models.
Keywords: Laser drilling, Laser Beam Melting (LBM), Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Additive Manufacturing (AM), keyhole, vapour plume, melt pool, ejections, Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE).

I.

Introduction
LBM is an Additive Manufacturing (AM) technology where successive layers of metal powders are selectively melted by a laser beam, following a computerprogrammed pattern. The whole is performed in a building chamber filled with inert gas, argon typically. This
process is garnering industrial attention as the shape
flexibility it allows, gives the opportunity to rethink the
Denudation
components and their functionalities. Compared with
Layer Metal Deposition (LMD) techniques, LBM allows
higher geometrical resolution and lower roughness, due
to the dimension of the melted zones – of the order of
100 µm for LBM and of the millimetre for LBM – but at
L
Keyhole
the cost of a relatively poor building rate1. The applicaL-1
tion of LBM includes high added value components in
the aerospace field, such as turbine distributor, or taiLaser
L-2
lored implants for the medical sector.
L-3
Based on the interaction between a laser beam and
a powder bed (Figure 1), the process is associated with
Figure 1 Principle of the SLM process.
complex physical phenomena which lead to defects as
porosities or inclusions. Many experimental studies are
the generated recoil pressure deforms the melt pool4,
dedicated to understanding those phenomena, which one
forming a “keyhole”. This pressure becomes the main
may summarize as following. First, the powder bed abdriving force of the melt5. At the same time, metal vasorbs the laser energy. Thus the powder grains melt,
pour is ejected at high speed – potentially at the local
bond together, wet the substrate – or the previous melted
speed of sound6 – and is reported to generate a recirculalayer – and form a melt pool. Some powder grains may
tion flow which drags the powder particle to the melt
partially or entirely attaint the alloy vaporisation temperpool or ejects them upward2,4,7. Consequently, a powder
2
ature, creating vapour or grain ejections . Then, therdenudation zone around the melt track is created and the
mocapillary convection stirs the melt because of strong
ejected heat-affected particles may contaminate the surtemperature gradients (>106 K/m)3. Finally, if the melt
rounding powder bed.
pool surface reaches the alloy boiling temperature, then
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In addition to experimental work, analytical and
numerical models address the previous issues.
Gusarov and Smurov8 developed an analytical
model which predicts the equivalent laser heat source
generated within the powder bed due to the multiplereflexions of the laser irradiation, assuming a homogeneous absorbing scattering powder bed. This behaviour
predicted by their model has been confirmed by numerical work performed by Dayal et al.9 who used a ray tracing approach. However, if this in-depth energy absorption is valid for the very first steps of laser-matter interaction, then the laser mainly interacts with the melt10.
Regarding the specific phenomenon of metal vaporisation under laser irradiation, analytical models have
widely been used in the context of laser drilling and
welding.
The so-called “piston model”, developed by Semak
and Matsunawa11 studies the role of recoil pressure on
the mass and energy balance of a cylindrical liquid cell,
irradiated by a laser beam (Figure 2b). This simplified
approach predicts for a given absorbed intensity, good
orders of magnitude of the steady-state liquid surface
temperature and of velocities characteristic to laser drilling. Similarly, Fabbro et al.12 proposed a model which
estimates the keyhole depth and inclination during laser
welding. Regarding the gas side, several authors as
Samokhin13 or Knight14 derived analytical models which
estimate the order of magnitude of the steady-state metal
vapour velocity magnitude. These approaches assume a
local 1D flow and solve the energy and mass balance
across the Knudsen layer (Figure 2c).
There are also an increasing number of numerical
models which address the complex physics depicted
previously. Khairallah et al.15 proposed a multi-physical
model, with the use of an in-house ALE algorithm,
which solves the melt flow – including surface tension,
thermocapillary convection and recoil pressure – and its
interaction with the surrounding powder grains. Similarly, Tang et al.16 studied the possible pore formation due
to keyhole closure with a Volume of Fluid method. Also,
Chen et al.17 proposed an alternative Level-Set (LS)
approach where the powder bed is modelled with an
equivalent homogeneous absorbing medium. This approach allows saving computational resources but disregards the fine melt pool-powder grain interaction.
However, the models cited previously do not address the metal vapour flow. Bidare et al.7 recently proposed a simplified numerical model to compute the induced gas flow but without addressing the melt flow.
Previously, Courtois et al.18 developed a two-phase flow
LS model (with COMSOL Multiphysics®) of laser
welding, but focused their analysis on the metal phase.
Consequently, the present work studies the feasibility toward coupling the melt and the vapour flow. The
powder layer is first omitted and computation is performed on a 2D axisymmetric geometry (Figure 2a) to
save numerical resources.
The paper firstly introduces the physical model, including the assumptions and the mathematical formulations. Then, the results are presented and discussed in the
light of experimental and analytical considerations. Finally, a conclusion is made and future developments are
described.

Numerical Model and Experimental Setup

II.
A.

The Double Domain ALE Model

The physical model is implemented in COMSOL
Multiphysics® 5.3a. It solves transient heat law (1),
mass (2) and momentum (3) conservation in both the
metal and the gas domains.
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ρ [kg/m3]: density; cp [J/kg/K]: specific heat; k [W/m/K]:
thermal conductivity; μ [Pa.s]: dynamic viscosity

Notice that the liquid metal is assumed incompressible,
2
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hence, − (∇
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melting is integrated through an equivalent specific heat
(4).
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Darcy’s penalisation law models the solid/liquid
transition in the metal phase (5).
2

(1 − fliq )
K = C1 3
fliq + C2

(5)

In the liquid (fliq = 1), K = 0 and one finds the classical
Navier-Stokes (NS) equations. Conversely in the solid
(fliq = 0), K → ∞, thus the velocity field tends toward
zero.
The ideal gas phase is assumed (6).
ρ=

̃
pM
RT

(6)

̃ [kg/mol] is the averaged molar mass (7) computM
ed thanks to the Fick’s law (8).
̃ = ωMmetal + (1 − ω)Margon
M

(7)
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D [m²/s]: diffusion coefficient

ω = 1 at the liquid/vapour interface.
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Figure 2 Schematics of a) Laser drilling keyhole. b) The piston model. c) 1D gas flow structure for the Knudsen approach.

1.

rate, this is expressed thanks to Samokhin’s model13
(13)

Boundary Conditions

A homogeneous (top hat) laser heat flux is imposed on the metal/gas interface (9).
φlaser = A(𝜃)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)

P
𝑔(𝑡)
πR20

(9)

A: absorptance of the substrate; θ [rad]: angle of incidence;
P [W]: laser power; R0 [m]: laser spot radius; g(t): temporal
profile of the laser pulse

The material absorptance is calculated thanks to
the Fresnel laws18. Laser intensity is counterbalanced by
vaporisation losses (10), conduction and convection
within the metal phase. Radiation and external convection are neglected.
φvap = ṁLv

(10)

1
Precoil = (1 + β)Psat (T)
2

One understands there are two contributions: from the
evaporated particle because of the action-reaction prin1
ciple ( Psat ) and from the re-condensing ones
1

ṁ = (1 − β)√

M
P (T)
2πRT sat

(11)

fσ = σκ𝑛⃗ + ⃗∇S σ

Psat (T) = 𝑃𝑎𝑚𝑏 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
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𝑇

(12)

Pamb [Pa]: ambient pressure; TV [K]: boiling temperature

Also, when the melt reaches the vaporisation temperature, a recoil pressure is applied on the liquid/gas
interface (Figure 2).
In case of high vaporisation

(14)

𝜎 [N/m]: surface tension

Finally, regarding vapour generation, the key is
simply the expression of the jump conditions. At the
interface, the phases normal velocities are linked via
their respective densities, the interface velocity and the
vaporisation flux (15).

β: retro-diffusion coefficient; R [J/mol/K]: universal gas
constant; Psat [Pa]: saturated vapour pressure

β represents the fraction of evaporated particles which
recondensates when they interact with the surrounding
gas. At high evaporation rates such as encountered in
SLM, β tends to its lower limit which is 0.1713. The
saturated vapour pressure is calculated thanks to the
Clausius-Clapeyron law (12).

2

( βPsat ). However this model is valid only at tempera2
ture much greater than the boiling temperature, when
vaporisation is intense enough to expel the surrounding
gas atoms (or in the vacuum). Pang et al.19 generalised
the previous law for the whole temperature range. For
conciseness purpose, Pang’s model is not detailed here.
Please report the dedicated paper.
The model also integrates surface tension and
thermocapillary convection (14).

𝑚̇ [kg/m²/s]: vaporisation flux; Lv [J/kg]: latent heat of vaporisation

The mass vaporisation flux is calculated thanks to
equation (11) derived by Samokhin13.

(13)

ρv (u
⃗⃗⃗⃗v · n
⃗ − V) = ρl (u
⃗⃗⃗l · n
⃗ − V) = ṁ

(15)

V [m/s]: interface velocity

The density of the vapour phase is computed thanks to
the ideal gas law, assuming the pressure to be the saturated vapour pressure. This means that the evaporating
particles are supposed to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with the liquid, just before vaporisation14.
2.

Mesh Optimisation

ALE is an interface-tracking method which combines the advantage of the eulerian description (modelling high deformation) to that of the lagrangian description (fine resolution of the interface). The mesh vertices
positions are first calculated in lagrangian and then,
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according to an arbitrary smoothing method selected to
minimise mesh distortion and to avoid elements entanglement, the vertices either stay fixed (eulerian), or
moves with the fluid particles (lagrangian) or moves to
an arbitrary prescribed position. It is thus necessary to
limit mesh distortion at the laser/matter interaction
zone, where a fine resolution is needed. To do that,
mesh deformation is firstly managed with the “Yeoh
smoothing”20 method, which attributes to the mesh
elements a stiffening factor (equals to 100 by default).
When the mesh deforms, the distorted elements stiffen
so that the distortion is better distributed to the entire
mesh. The higher the stiffening factor, the lower is the
individual element deformation. Secondly, the initial
elements aspect ratio is shrunk along (O,z) in the gas
domain – as they are expected to elongate during the
drilling – and on the contrary, they are elongated in the
metal phase.
3.

About the Double Domain ALE Approach

In the double domain ALE approach, the twophase flow problem is solved using a single ALE algorithm – which tracks the liquid/gas interface – but two
sets of NS equations. Information from one fluid to the
other are transferred via the jump conditions (15).
This approach offers a high modelling flexibility.
First, it handles fluids with different characteristics. For
example, an incompressible fluid (liquid metal) can be
coupled with a compressible one (gas). In other twophase flow methods – LS for instance – incompressibility hypothesis is usually formulated for the two fluids in
an undifferentiated way. Also, our method gives the
user some analysis choice. One may compute the metal
phase only, if the vapour plume has limited impact on
the melt pool. For instance, in the case of shallow or
vertical keyholes, one may reasonably assume that the
vapour plume do not shear the melt flow (decoupled). If
the users are still interested in the gas flow, they may
subsequently compute the gas phase (one-way coupling). Finally, if the vapour has an impact on the melt
pool (inclined keyhole), the two-way coupled option is
still feasible.
B.

Experimental Setup

Laser drilling experiments are carried out using
Inconel® 625 plates, on an instrumented setup equipped
with a Yb:YAG laser operating at 1030 nm, a local
argon shielding device and a rapid camera. These experiments aim to validate the simulated melt pool dimensions (width and depth). The experimental parameters are summarized in Table 1.

Direct Observation of Drilled hOles (DODO) method is
implemented (Figure 3).
Laser
Holes

Mirror polished
plates

Figure 3 Schematic of the DODO method.

This method consists of drilling on the joint of two
pre-polished plates in butt configuration21. This facilitates merging the drilling axis with the analysis plane –
controlled with the rapid camera – and allows analysing
tens of holes in the same procedure.

III.

Results and Discussion

Material’s thermo-physical properties are taken
from Mills22 and Lange’s Handbook of Chemistry23.
Simulations where run on a 16-cores station with 126
Gio RAM. CPU time for the full two-phase flow model
was about four hours.
A.

Heat Transfer in the Melt Pool

Considering the experimental configuration and
the results (shallow vertical melted zones with an aspect
ratio R = depth⁄width < 0.5), decoupled simulations
have firstly been performed to compare the dimensions
and the shape of the melted zones (Figure 4).
When compared with the experimental results
(Figure 4, Figure 5), it appears that the Finite Element
Model (FEM) provides good estimations of the melted
zone morphology and dimensions. The melt pool width
is estimated within 5% of the experimental mean value
whereas the melt pool depth is overestimated by about
7%. Notice that considering the experimental dispersion
(an average of ±4% for the width and ±13% for the
depth, 15 holes per parameters), these estimations are
very satisfying.

Table 1 Experimental parameters.

P [W]
320 - 500 - 700

D0 [µm]
205 (top hat)

τpulse [ms]
3

Analysing drilled holes is rather difficult and time
consuming with traditional techniques (radiography or
longitudinal section) due to the expected holes dimensions. So to conduct this investigation, the so-called

100 µm
Figure 4 Comparison of melted zone given by experiment and
FEM | P = 320 W, D0 = 205 µm, τpulse = 3ms.
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surface during the whole process, hence a constant
normal laser absorption (Figure 2). This is not the case
in the FEM. Due to the keyhole curvature (Figure 2,
Figure 4), the absorbed intensity is normal only at the
melt pool centre and decreases with the angle of incidence (equation 9). Hence, the deeper the keyhole is
(the higher the incident intensity is), the wider the (low
absorbing) inclined melt pool surface within D0. Consequently with our model, the average surface temperature does not grow as fast as the maximum temperature.
In reality, one must also take into account the multiple-reflexion in the keyhole which consequently increases the global laser power absorption.
Also, the vaporisation temperature at atmospheric
pressure of Inconel® 625 is about 3200 K (ClausiusClapeyron law). Here the study indicates that the melt
pool surface exceeds this temperature due to the local
pressure increase (because of the recoil pressure).
Finally, Figure 6b clearly highlights the major role
played by melt convection in the power exchange. In
the selected laser/matter regime, melt pool convection
mainly driven by the recoil pressure is by far the dominant heat exchange mechanism – up to 70%. Hence, to
correctly predict the vapour plume velocity which depends on the surface temperature (equation 14), it is of
a major importance to accurately describe the melt-pool
hydrodynamics.
Figure 5 Comparison between simulated and experimental
melt pool width and depth.

This agreement between experimental and numerical results is a first indication that the present FEM
provides a good description of the melt pool thermohydraulics. Direct measurement of the melt pool temperature has not been conducted here, but in order to
analyse and validate the global thermal field, our numerical model is compared to the reference analytical
model of laser drilling: the piston model. Since Semak
and Matsunawa11, this model has been updated several
times. We followed Hirano’s recommendations5.
Figure 6a compares the liquid surface temperatures estimated by the piston model and by our FEM.
Figure 6b shows the absorbed laser power distribution
between convection, conduction and vaporisation, as
estimated by the piston model. These data are plotted
against a range of absorbed intensity, corresponding to
laser powers from 320 W to 700 W, on a 150 µm spot
with a normal absorptance of 0.3. The piston model
assumes a homogeneous surface temperature whereas
in fact, the temperature reaches its maximum at the
symmetry axis and decreases on the edge of the melt
pool by convection. Thus, the analytical result is compared to the maximum and the average (on D 0) temperature obtained numerically.
The reader may first notice the similar temperature
trends predicted by the two models. Especially, the
numerically estimated maximum temperature is shifted
by +9% compared to the piston estimation. The average
temperature predicted by the FEM is on average 3%
higher than that predicted by the piston model. However, the simulated average temperature does not increase
as fast as the analytic one. This is not surprising, because the piston model assumes a horizontal melt pool

a)

b)

Figure 6 a) Surface temperature against absorbed laser intensity. b) Absorbed power distribution against absorbed laser
intensity | D0 = 150 µm, τpulse = 3 ms.

B.

Vapour Flow

The following aspect is the real added-value of our
work. A numerical model such as proposed here may be
of a valuable help to understand the vaporisation-
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the contrary, Knight’s model is more coupled. The
vaporisation flux depends on the melt temperature as
well, but also on a function of the local Mach number14
(16).

induced collateral effect encountered in SLM. Direct
visualisation of the metal vapour plume has not been
conducted here. Thus, the structure of the simulated gas
flow is qualitatively analysed in the light of the literature results, and the quantitative results are compared to
Knight’s analytical model. Notice that the following
results have been simulated in two-way coupling mode,
even if in 2D axisymmetric the vapour plume has a
limited impact on the melt.
Figure 7 depicts the very first stage of vaporisation. On the left-hand side, the streamlines indicate that
the vapour plume generates a recirculation flow on its
side. This phenomenon is reported2 to cause denudation. Notice that the plume velocity increases very
quickly as the melt pool temperature exceeds rapidly
the boiling point – more than 100 m/s after 4e-5 s and
up to 450 m/s after 0.3 ms. On the right-hand side, the
fraction of metal vapour contours highlights a mushroom structure characteristic of the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability – a lighter fluid pushing on a denser fluid.
This flow structure has been observed in SLM experiments7.
Figure 8 compares the local Mach numbers – i.e.
the Mach number at the vicinity of the liquid/vapour
interface in the FEM (on the symmetry axis) and just
outside of the Knudsen layer in Knight’s model. As a
reminder, the Mach number is defined as Ma = U⁄𝑐 ,
where U is the velocity magnitude, c = √γp⁄ρ is the
local speed of sound and γ is the adiabatic index (equals
to 5/3 for a monoatomic gas).
The two models predict similar order of magnitude of local Mach number – with an average relative
difference of 15%. However, the trends are different.
The FEM model first overestimates the local Mach
number which then stagnates (or increases very slowly)
whereas the local Mach number computed by Knight
increases faster.
These differences might be explained by the
choice of the vaporization flux expression. We have
chosen the simplified Samokhin’s law, as it is easier to
implement (equation 11). This law assumes that the
vaporisation flux depends only on the local temperature, with a constant retro-diffusion coefficient β. On

M
𝑇
ṁ = √
[P (T) + β√
P (T )𝑓(𝑀𝑎)]
2πRT sat
𝑇𝐾𝑁 sat 𝐾𝑁

(16)

TKN [K]: temperature just outside the Knudsen layer

In practice, we find that vaporization flux predicted by Samokhin is first higher than that estimated by
Knight and then between 3500 K and 3600 K (in our
case), Knight’s vaporization flux increases faster
(Figure 9). The reader may notice that here, this local
Mach crossing occurs at an absorbed intensity between
0.5 MW/cm² and 0.6 MW/cm² which precisely corresponds to a temperature between 3500 K and 3600 K
(Figure 6a).

Figure 8 Local Mach number against absorbed laser intensity |
D0 = 150 µm, τpulse = 0.3 ms.

Figure 9 Comparison between the vaporization flux estimated by Knight and Samokhin.

IV.
100 µm

Figure 7 Melt pool shape, gas velocity field and streamlines
(left), melt pool temperature field and fraction of metal vapour contours (right) | P = 400 W, D0 = 150 µm, t = 4e-5 s.

Conclusions and Outlook
We proposed a highly multi-physical model of
metal vaporization under laser irradiation, which deals
with compressible high-Mach number flow, heat transfer and transport of species. The proposed FEM has
proven to be efficient to estimate the melt pool dimen-
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sions in static configuration, which is the minimum
requirement for such a model. The melt pool thermal
behaviour and the vapour plume velocity have been
validated with the help of analytical models. We have
also reproduced some observed physical features such
as the recirculation flow (partly responsible for the
denudation phenomenon) and the occurrence of Rayleigh-Tailor instability, which gives the vapour plume
its characteristic mushroom shape. Moreover, this approach provides modelling flexibility as the users may
choose between modelling either the metal phase only,
or the two phases in one-way or two-way coupling.
The main limitation of this FEM lies is the nature
of the ALE method which, in principle, cannot handle
topological change such as pore formation. This means
that our model is limited to the low aspect ratio keyholes (< 2), when keyhole closure is less susceptible to
occur. Regarding SLM and considering the usual industrial conditions, this does not limit the scope of our
model. However, if one wants to apply this approach to,
for instance, deep penetration welding, one must adapt
the ALE method to handle topological changes.
Complementary work will have to be conducted.
First, experimental validation should be extended to
temperature measurement and to the evaluation of the
vapour plume structure and velocity. Then, the model
will have to be transposed to powder bed conditions,
first in 2D axisymmetric and then in real 3D configuration.
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